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MOT I F / MOX F
Soun d l i brar y
„Live O rg an “

Six years after the release of the legendary

This results in a sound that is much closer to the original

sound library "Organ Session" there is a

than the sampling of raw drawbars.

new, sample-based organ library.

Compared with the Voices of "Organ Session", the Voices

Just as "Organ Session" the new product emulates the

of the new library feature significantly more pressure

sound of a Hammond B3 using the MOTIF / MOXF. The

and aggression, having a positive effect on the use for

concept of "Organ Session" was the chromatic sampling of

rock, blues, and related musical genres. Live keyboardists

the nine footages and percussion sounds of a Hammond

will enjoy a high level of assertiveness of the new organ

B3 organ model. All recordings were made without the

sounds.

subsequent influence of amplifier, distortion and Leslie
cabinet. For Leslie and distortion the internal effects of the

In particular, the critical fast Leslie sounds are just like you
would expect them from a Hammond organ.

MOTIF were used.
A special feature are the "Fifth Distorted Organ" samples,
The sampling concept of "Live Organ" is, however,
completely different.

in which the fifth was sampled alongside the root note in
different octaves. With this method, the typical distorted

In order to achieve the highest possible authenticity and

rock organ sounds are perfectly feasible. These samples

the original Hammond feeling in an unprecedented way,

are mapped in the range of C1 - B2 and can be most

the samples already contain the Leslie and the typical

effectively used by playing single long notes. The range

Hammond distortion. The internal effects of the MOTIF

of C3 - C6 is suitable for a combination of chord or solo

- rotary speaker and distortion - are not required for this

play. Even playing a single third (right) makes a full chord

type of sampling.

in conjunction with a "Fifth Distorted Key".

YAMAHA.COM
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The Voices 1-32 use the new organ Waveforms with Leslie

In contrast to the so-called "JamS" arps, which only contain

and distortion. Switching between Slow and Fast is done

jam tracks, the "JamM" arps can be used in two different

with the modulation wheel. This can lead to different

modes:

results depending on the used range. Thus you can speak

• When only a single note is played (1 finger play), the
jam arpeggio is played with a chord progression just

of a multi-functionality.

like the JamS arp

If the modulation wheel is only slightly turned up, the

• In contrast, when more than one note is pressed at

volume is lowered a bit. This leads to a similar effect as

the same time, a "normal" arpeggio can be played,

the use of an expression pedal.

that contains no chord progression. So by playing

Turning the modulation wheel some more up leads to a
mixed sound between slow and fast Leslie, giving a similar
sound like a slow-Leslie organ with additional vibrato.

polyphonic you can play your own chord progressions
These special arpeggios are realised using the hidden (to
the user) track-switch feature, that allows the playback
of different arpeggio tracks depending on the number

By turning it up to the middle, the fast Leslie Element is

of pressed keys. The term "JamM" refers to multi-track

dominant.

arpeggios, while "JamS" stands for single-track arpeggios.

When fully open, only the fast Leslie Element is audible.

In addition to the 64 complex Performances (1 - 64) the

A switch from "Slow" to "Fast" without the described

80), which combine organ Voices (full range) with drum

transitions is best done with a quick flick of the modulation

arpeggio Voices.

wheel from the minimum to the maximum.

Here's an overview of the content of "Live Organ":

soundset contains another 16 bonus Performances (65 -

The organ Waveforms with Leslie and distortion are

• 64 Voices (USER 1)

complemented by some "dry" samples. These are used

• 64 Performances (USER 1)

in the Voices 33 - 64 and are slightly less authentic, but

• 6 bonus Performances (Voice/Drum combinations)

have a high degree of flexibility, because the Elements

• 128 MB Samples

and effects can be combined and changed at will. In

• 42 User Waveforms

particular, the popular rise and fall of rotary speed comes

• 244 User Arpeggios

into play here.
Especially for the MOTIF XF eight organ Voices use the
new Guitar Efx. To use these Voices, the MOTIF XF needs

More information on "Live Organ" and an extensive
selection of MP3 demos can be found here:
http://www.easysounds.de

to run on OS 1.50 (or higher).
Another new feature: All Voices contain user arpeggio
patterns with typical organ phrases that function as Voice
audition demos. Some users will know this from the Tyros
series.
In addition to conventional combinations the 64
Performances

feature

a

large

number

of

"Jam

Performances" with special user arpeggio patterns that
already contain chord progressions.
These Jam-Arps can act like a smart jam track and are
suitable for jamming, practising, or the development of
ideas. In contrast to conventional jam tracks, pitch, tempo,
and sound can be changed.

YAMAHA.COM
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MO XF Flas h G u id e •

Th e s u mm ar y
If you read the Music Production Guide

Sometimes when working with Yamaha synthesizers a

regularly, you know our Guide series, each

special question might occur. Looking for an answer you

one focussing on a particular subject and
mostly spread through several editions.

YAMAHA.COM

can - in parallel with forums and a general internet search
– also refer to all editions of the Music Production Guide.
You will find instructions to do so on the last page of each
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issue. If you are looking for articles on specific topics, you

You can download this Guide from the following web

should take a look into the "History" file, that is associated

address:

with the second link. Within this PDF the issue numbers

http://www.easysounds.eu/MOXF_FlashGuide_en.pdf

are internet links so that you can quickly load individual
issues.

As a bonus, I present a small demonstration eLearning
unit about the conversion of sample-based soundsets
from the MOTIF XS to be used in the MOXF. The MOXF
can not load the native file format of the MOTIF XS. But
using the John Melas Waveform Editor an XS file can,
however, be transformed to the MOTIF XF format ".X3A",

Earlier this year we've published the complete edition of the

which then can be loaded with the MOXF.

Yamaha Synth Guide, which is composed of the different
parts from the recent years. This summary contains
valuable expertise around the Yamaha synthesizers series
as well as useful practical tips and examples.
We have decided to also merge the individual parts of
the MOXF Flash Guide into a complete edition. So all the
facts about Flash Memory in conjunction with the MOXF6
/ MOXF8 are available in this compact document.

This e-learning unit can be found here:
http://cool-webinars.com/elearning-demo/

The interactive e-learning unit is tested with major
browsers in their current versions as well as on the iPad.
Have fun with flash-y music!

Hans-Peter Henkel

YAMAHA.COM
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MOBILE MUS IC SEQUENCER
Part 1 - An Ove rv ie w

For

its

40th

Yamaha

The Yamaha Mobile Music Sequencer, which was

wasn’t

previously 15.99 EUR, was available for free for several

Yamaha that got presents, but instead the

months. Additional content is available through in-app

faithful Yamaha community got some gifts.

purchases at very reasonable prices.

One of these gifts was that various Yamaha

Due to the temporary free availability of the Mobile

music apps from the iTunes App Store were

Music Sequencer, the number of users has increased

made free of charge.

significantly. So we are starting a multi-part series about

Synthesizers

YAMAHA.COM

Anniversary
mid

July

of

2014

it
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After you have selected and loaded a demo Song, the app
switches to the Song view. Use the transport bar on the top
left to start the playback.

this app in the Music Production Guide. First we’d like to
give you an idea of the possibilities of the software. As
usual, of course, we’ll write a Quick Guide, so you can
start immediately without having to refer to the manual.

You are now in the main window of the application, a
suitable moment to show you around the app. The

B r i e f o verv i ew

transport bar contains a start / stop button, two buttons
for fast forward and rewind, a button to get to the start

Foremost, the Mobile Music Sequencer is - as you might

position, and a record button. The left edge of the screen

expect - a software for music production. And to enter

below the transport bar gives you access to different

the terms: The final result is called a Song. However,

modes and corresponding sub-pages. Next to that are the

the production is not exclusively done by recording or

eight Part headers, enabling you to see the information

inputting notes. The basic building block is a so-called

about assigned Voices, and muting or soling the Tracks.

Phrase. It controls a Voice, but is not tied to it. Up to eight

Below the Tracks, the Sections are arranged.

Phrases on corresponding Tracks make up a Section. A

I will discuss these in detail in appropriate contexts. In this

chord progression can be assigned to this Section. Several

part, I will limit myself to work with the supplied material.

Sections are finally combined into a Song.

The deeper levels of editing and creating your own music
will be discussed in another episode.

Before getting into the details, it is of course a good idea
to listen to at least one of the supplied demo Songs. By

At the beginning ther e

doing so you can explore the File mode, which is entered

is the P hrase

by clicking the button in the upper right corner.

For a structured exploration of the Mobile Music
Sequencer, I recommend to start with a preset Template.
There are three Templates available in the File mode,
one of which starts immediately in Section mode and

In the left upper third of the opened window the entry

is labeled accordingly. To work with Phrases, there

"FILE" can be found. This is divided into "PRESET" and

are two Templates in the variants "Voice Link On" and

"USER". Among the presets there are two demo Songs

"Voice Link Off". The "Voice Link" function automatically

and three Templates.

loads the Voice that is assigned to the Phrase.

YAMAHA.COM
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In the beginning this is a simple way to reach good results.

If this is activated for the Part, each Phrase loads its own

If required, the Voice assignment can be adjusted later for

corresponding Voice. If "Voice Link" is not active, the Voice

each Phrase individually.

remains the same for all Phrases. If you follow the above-

The loading of said Templates activates the "Phrase view"
screen. In contrast to the Song view with its linear Tracks,
the Phrase view displays Sections, each with a cell for
each Part into which a Phrase can be loaded. There are

mentioned workflow with the aim of producing a Song,
there are different ways to prepare Sections:

„Vo i c e L i n k“ o f f:
A Part contains a bass sound. This does not change

26 Sections available, a Section can be up to 32 bars long.

across all Sections. However, you can load any

Tap a cell to select it (it is then marked by a white border).

Phrases, for example, a synthesizer Phrase that uses the
determined bass sound

„Vo i c e L i n k“ o n :
Each Phrase can change the Voice assigned to that Part.
If you see the eight Parts as Tracks, you are not set to
use a special instrument on each Track. However, the
parameters set in the Part Edit area or in the Mixer –
like the effects - stick with the Part and affect all Voices
assigned to the Phrases on that Track

Click on the button "PHRASE SELECT" to open a window
where you can select the Phrases you want to load. The
Phrases are categorized by different types and instruments.
After selecting a Phrase it will immediately be played back

If a Phrase is loaded into a cell, there are some possibilities.

for audition purposes, another tap on the Phrase stops

First, it can be started and stopped again by a finger-tip

the playback. After selecting the Phrase for a cell you can

on the lower half. If the upper half is activated by tapping

return to the Phrase view screen by clicking on "VIEW".

on it, the typical iOS menu for Cut, Copy, Delete, and

Now select another cell and assign another Phrase to it.

Save appears. The same applies for the Section. If a
Section is started or stopped, it affects all Phrases therein
at the same time.

As described, each Part can contain up to 26 Phrases that
are assigned to the respective Section. Keep in mind that
the individual Phrases, which are assigned to a Part, can
each contain another instrument. Normally, you would
assign an instrument category to a Part, but you are not
bound to do so. Here, the "Voice Link" function kicks in.

YAMAHA.COM
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Duty first:
The File mode

you should be sure with the loading of another Section,
or have selected an empty Section, or have saved your
work, first.

It often happens that the first intuitive, playful exploration
of a new acquisition from the field of music production can
have quite interesting results - sometimes by chance. So it
does makes sense to save it for a later date. To do so use
the button in the top right to switch to the File mode. Find
the tab for the User area at the bottom of the dialogue.
After selecting it you get the typical options of storing. This
time, I’d only like to explain the most important function:
"SAVE".

As its name suggests there is more than just the selection
in the "SECTION EDIT" area. The next button in the order,
If you press the corresponding button, you immediately

"Chord", opens a new page. Here you can create a chord

get the input field for the file name. Assigning a new name

progression for each Section. There are four different

isn’t wrong in any case. If you want to overwrite an existing

chords possible for each bar. However, after loading a

file, just use the same name - then a warning message

Section you should not directly commence with the chord

asks you, if you’re sure to overwrite the existing data. The

progression.

Save dialogue makes no distinction of different modes. It
simply always saves the current state of the Mobile Music
Sequencer. This can include individual Phrases in different
Sections, complete Sections as well as a Song.

W or k i n g wi th Sec ti ons
You already learned some few basic things about Sections
in the previous paragraphs. As for the Phrases there are
also some presets for the Sections. To load one of these,
select an empty Section (single tap, marking it with a white
border) and press the button "SECTION EDIT". Analogous

Instead, go back to the "Phrase view" and one of its

to the Phrases here the "SECTION SELECT" dialogue

special features: You can directly start the Phrases

appears with the option to directly start a Section for

from different Sections or Parts. Thus, it is possible to

audition purposes. If you then switch back to the Phrase

determine which Phrases work well together. You can

view, the Section is already loaded with its up to eight

also link completely arbitrary combinations to interesting

Phrases. But be careful: This also happens for Sections

variations. All this is always running in sync on the same

which already had Phrases assigned to, without any

chord. That chord is determined by a Section, which

further ado or confirmation routine. So if you've already

opens another opportunity again. You can use “empty”

worked out your perfect combination of your Phrases,

Sections with a chord or a complete chord progression.

YAMAHA.COM
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This way you are able to test not only the interaction of

or added in a piano roll view. Even automation curves

different Phrases, but also their behavior in different chord

are available. As mentioned, I'll go into more detail in a

patterns.
Alternatively, you can also combine freely chosen Phrases

future episode. For now, I would like to conclude with the
possibilities of exporting the data or providing a Song.

to a new Section. At this point I want to make it clear that
Phrases are not tied to the Section and its cell. A Phrase is
always started in the context of an active Section, which
contains the key or chord progression. If you want to create
a new Section from the current combination of Phrases
and the active Section, you only have to select an empty
Section, tap on its upper area, and choose "CREATE" from
the menu. All Phrases and settings of the active Section
are then copied to the destination Section.

F r om S e cti on to Song

To the outs ide world

As soon as you have put together some matching Sections,

A finished Song can be exported and processed in many

it is only a small step to the finished Song. After switching

ways. All data generated in the Mobile Music Sequencer

to the Song view (by tapping on the corresponding button),

follow the MIDI standard. Thus, it is possible for owners of

you can drap and drop the Sections into the Song. Hold a

an instrument from Yamaha's synthesizer series to create

Section and pull it over the arrangement window. A white

a Standard MIDI file that is specifically tailored to each

line helps you to identify the desired position in the Song.

model. The supported models are: MOTIF XS, MOTIF

The data of this Section is then expanded into individual

XF, MOX6 / MOX8, MOXF6 / MOXF8, MX49 / MX61,

events on the Tracks.

and S70 XS / S90 XS. Just for the sake of completeness:

Subsequently, extensive post-processing is possible.

The Tyros5 is also supported, but does not belong in this

Not only the notes, but also for example velocity values,

context. A regular Standard MIDI file without reference to

program change events and controller data can be edited

a specific model can also be exported.

YAMAHA.COM
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These export options also apply to Sections. In this case, all
non-empty Sections from the current project are exported

Release
All data produced by the Mobile Music Sequencer can

together. The result is a Standard MIDI file containing

be stored locally using the iTunes file sharing. The iPad

the musical data from all Sections strung together. In the

must be connected to a computer via a wired connection.

MOTIF for example, you could restore these Sections by

After synchronizing with iTunes, find the file sharing in the

using the Job "Split Song to Pattern".

"Apps" area and select the Mobile Music Sequencer. On
the right, all data and their saving options will be listed.

Although the Mobile Music Sequencer does not support
audio in production mode, you can however export audio

Mobile music

data. The button "MIXDOWN" from within the File mode

With the help of the Mobile Music Sequencer and an iPad

returns to the Song view and adds a "MIXDOWN" button.
By pressing this, the audio recording is started. This

it is actually possible to develop musical ideas on the go,
that can later be expanded on a Yamaha synthesizer. Of
course, the MIDI data can also be used as a starting point

process also applies to Songs and Sections alike. Back in

in a DAW like Cubase, Logic, and other music-production

the File mode, the recorded WAV files can be found using

environments. Whether you want to produce a small song,

the button "AUDIO LIBRARY". There is also a direct link to

work style oriented with the Sections, or create audio

the music service SoundCloud.

loops - it's fun to work with the Mobile Music Sequencer.
In-app purchases give access to extra sets containing
Voices, Phrases, and Sections. I will discuss that in more
detail in a future episode. But first of all, I hope you enjoy
exploring the Yamaha Mobile Music Sequencer.

Sincerely, Hans-Peter Henkel

YAMAHA.COM
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D T X 5 0 2 T o uch App
Easy e - drum e dit in g

Yamaha has unpacked a little extra again:
This time for all owners of a DTX502
drum kit, because with the latest iOS app
"DTX502 Touch" they can adjust or “edit”
their complete electronic drum kit.

The App

And it gets even better: The app can be downloaded for

It is just great, once you launched the app you can start

free from the App Store and works on all iOS devices

immediately. In the first window you can access the drum

(iPhone, iPad) with iOS 7 or above.

kits and choose the kit you want to edit.

Tip: The app is optimised for the iPhone, if you want to
install it on an iPad, you have to search the App Store for
iPhone apps.

Th e c on n ecti on
To connect an iPad / iPhone with the DTX502 module,
you either need a "Camera Connection Kit" from Apple
or a Yamaha i-UX1. Using this, the iOS device can be
connected directly to the USB port of the DTX.

YAMAHA.COM
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Next you can decide whether you want to go to

Layer Function

the

You even have the possibility to easily program two layers

"Kit

Voice"

menu

or

to

the

general

"Kit

Common" menu.

with this app. This means that you can assign two sounds
to each Pad. The sounds can be generated simultaneously
or depending on the hit strength (velocity switch). The
drums resolve the impact force in 128 steps (velocity
steps). So, for example, if you want to play a conga on a
Pad, you could create a conga sound for "normal" playing
strength and a conga slap sound for a hard hit.
With "X Fade" parameter you can determine that the two

Since the app is connected to the DTX502 module, you

sounds smoothly fade into the other around the velocity

simply have to hit the Pad that you want to edit. You then

switch point.

have access to all parameters: sound selection, volume,
tuning, panning, decay, and all other functions can be
changed directly.

MIDI Note & Channel
For

some

applications

such

as

music

software

(GarageBand, DAWs, plug-ins ...), for example, you have
to change the MIDI channel or the MIDI note numbers of
the Pads. This is because the manufacturers use different
so-called MIDI maps. In such a map each Pad is assigned
to a MIDI note, for example, the snare is mapped to D1
Even the effects are easy to edit.

(note D, first octave). These settings can be changed
effortlessly and thus the adaption to any software is easy
using the app.

YAMAHA.COM
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Th e Us e r Ki ts

Conclusion

After you have created a great drum kit, you should store

I can only applaud. With this app, Yamaha has made

it. This function is also available with this app.

setting up a DTX502 electronic drum kit as easy as cake
for us drummers. This way, editing is fun and saves a lot

Upd a t e fun c ti on
The app can also automatically update the DTX502
when a new firmware is available.

YAMAHA.COM

of time…
Yours
Ralf Mersch
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Pr o f e ss i o n a l
E-D r u m M o n i t o r i n g
Yam ah a D XR/ D XS Se rie s

It has many advantages to play live with
electronic drums. For instance, the sound is
always perfect, and the drummer can use
the vast variety of sounds to cover all styles
of music. That is why e-drums are used in
very many cover bands.
The only concern a drummer has is the monitoring on
stage. If he plays acoustic drums, he has to have a rather

While many bands are working with in-ear systems, some
may come from the good old rock and roll time, where
you just like to have a real stage sound with all the dirt
that goes with it. I have tried many speaker series. Usually
the problem was that the speakers were either too weak
for a large production or not sufficiently differentiated in
order to get a clear mix. Because remember: Loud is not
always good!

small number of channels on the monitor: Depending on

When I recently got to test the DXR and DXS series by

the band lineup, for example, bass, keyboards, vocals

Yamaha, my first thought was, when I carried the speakers

and some guitar (which are always too loud anyway). If

to the studio: "These are very light, that is good for my

in contrast e-drums are used, the e-drum signal has to be

battered drummer's back!" You know, us drummers have

on the monitor, too, which doesn't make a good monitor

always to carry most. I also immediately noticed that

mix easier. Lastly, every other musician has to include the

the sound emission angle is different from conventional

drum signal into his monitor mix.

monitors.

YAMAHA.COM
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DXR10

DXR10
• 2-way bi-amped powered speaker, Bass-reflex
• 10 "woofer + 1.4" tweeter
• 56 Hz - 20 kHz
• 1,100 W peak / 700W program
• 131 dB SPL
• 305 x 502 x 310 mm (W x H x D)
• 14.6 kg

DX R12
I had one pair of active DXR12 and DXR10 speakers,
and two DXS15 subwoofers in the studio. First I tried the
DXR10. This little powerhouse with 131dB maximum SPL
provides all current connection options on the rear side
(just like the DXR12): XLR, phone, and even RCA. Since I
use a Yamaha MGP mixer to do my monitoring, I opted for
the XLR inputs, the signal went from the AUX output to the
two monitors which I had placed to the left and right of the
drum kit. So I was able to mix my drum sound, which also
came from the right direction.
The surface of a stage is always different. If the drum kit
stands on a platform, that platform mostly acts like a bass
enhancer for the monitor box. For that situation the DXR10
& 12 have a switch on the rear side with the choices FOH/
Main, OFF, and monitor. By setting it to "monitor" the bass

Next, I tested the DXR12. It also has some serious power
and a warm, clear sound. The nice housing provides
mirrored positioning of two monitors and thus a
balanced sound field. Again, the rear side features all the
connections and various options to work with more or less
bass. You can put these active speakers to a very close
position near the drum kit, as the angle is also perfect.
This has the advantage that you can reduce the volume.

DXR12
• 2-way bi-amped powered speaker, Bass-reflex
• 12 "woofer + 1.4" tweeter

range is somewhat lowered, which results in a clearer

• 52 Hz - 20 kHz

sound.

• 1,100 W peak / 700W program
• 132 dB SPL

By the way: I was really fascinated by the clear sound - even
at high volume. The angle of the box is ideal, because it

• 362 x 601 x 350 mm (W x H x D)
• 19.3 kg

is directly aiming towards my ears without having to place
the box in a distant position. With conventional monitors
you always have the problem that the box is placed on the
drum platform, but due to angle the sound rather aims at
your bottom, rather than your head. So you have to turn
the monitoring much louder than with the DXR series.

YAMAHA.COM
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Th e b an d test w i th the

My conclusion

DX R 1 2

The DXR / DXS series provides everything you need to have

During the reahearsal with a full band, I found that the
DXR series meets all the requirements of a live band. I

a great live feel on stage. I would use the DXR10 for rather
small gigs, the DXR12 is doing very well on big stages.
Even with the many e-drum workshops I do for Yamaha,

have put all the signals to the DXR12, bass, keys, guitar,

these speakers are regularly used. Of course you can use

vocals, and of course my drum kit. The sound was great

these speakers if you are an acoustic drummer.

and powerful, exactly what you would expect from a good

The price-performance ratio is absolutely ideal, plus the

monitoring. Since I was using a dedicated monitor mixer,

low weight leads to a full recommendation.

I was able to make my own mix and tune in the signals as
I wanted them.

Yours Ralf Mersch

Info on the web:
ht t p://w w w.ya m a ha p r o au di o.c o m/eur o p e/d e/
products/speakers/dxs
ht t p://w w w.ya m a ha p r o au di o.c o m/eur o p e/d e/
products/speakers/dxr/

DX S 1 5 & D XR1 2
For those drummers who really need a bang, I tested
something special: Yamaha provided me with two DXS15
subwoofers. I put them left and right of my drum kit and
simply placed the DXR12 on top of it.
The result is hard to beat, it was as if the bass drum hits
you directly. The cutoff frequency of the low pass filter
can be selected (80, 100, or 120 Hz) to perfectly tune the
sound. I think this is a monitoring setup that is just right for
heavy metal drummers.

DXS12
• Powered subwoofer
• 12" woofer
• 47 Hz - 160 Hz
• 950 W peak / 600W program
• 131 dB SPL
• 397 x 563 x 594 mm (W x H x D)
• 33.0 kg

YAMAHA.COM
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Musi c P r od uct i o n G u i d e s –
c omp let e a r ch i v e o n l i n e

On the last page of the Music Production
Guide a link can be found to download a zipfile containing all previous editions (in the Box
„Music Production Guide History“).
In addition, we now offer all readers the opportunity to access
all previous issues online. So the Guides archive is available
from everywhere you‘ve got connection to the internet.
After entering the access data, simply click on the relevant
issue in order to open it for reading.
The link to the German editions:

http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_DE
The link to the English editions:

http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_EN
Login:

Name: musicpro
Password: guide
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Y amah a -Go od i e :
MX49/ M X 6 1
Pe rfor m a n ce K i t

With the „Performance Kit“ there is free additional, yet
high-quality content available for MX49/MX61 users. It
was produced by Yamaha Music Europe in cooperation
with EASY SOUNDS and consists of the following
components:
• MX49/MX61 Performance Library
• WAV pool with about 200 WAV files totaling 93 MB
(drum loops, vocal and vocoder phrases, sound effects,
and atmospheres)
• MIDI loops & arpeggios
To register for this free goodie simply write an e-mail with the
keyword „MX49/MX61 Performance Kit“ to:
mxgoodies@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete you will
receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password
and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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MOX „ S o u n d & G r o o v e K i t “

The free MOX „Sound & Groove Kit“ is available for all registered users of the MOX.
This soundset includes an „Electronic & Dance“ soundlibrary featuring 128 Voices - a selection of the best synth-sounds from
the EASY SOUNDS soundlibraries for the MOTIF series.
In addition, the package includes a WAV loop pool with drums, synths, vocals, sound effects, and atmospheres for Cubase
AI and other DAWs.
Registration for this goodie is done by writing an informal e-mail with the keyword „MOX“ to this e-mail address:
moxgoodies@easysounds.de

EASY SOUNDS So u n dse ts fo r M OX
The popular MOTIF soundlibrary from EASY SOUNDS is also available in MOX format.
The following products are available:
• Yamaha MOX „Live Instruments“

• Yamaha MOX „Stage & Studio“

• Yamaha MOX „Nature of Chill“

• Yamaha MOX „Phat Analog“

• Yamaha MOX „Dance Pro“

• Yamaha MOX „Organ Session“

• Yamaha MOX „Phat Analog II“

• Yamaha MOX „Hypnotic Stepz“

• Yamaha MOX „Xtasyn“

• Yamaha MOX „Chill Xperience“

• Yamaha MOX „Synth Xtreme“

• Yamaha MOX „Mystic Spheres“

• Yamaha MOX „Magical Pads“

• Yamaha MOX „Dance Xpanded“

Visit the EASY SOUNDS online shop:
www.easysounds.de
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Y amaha C P 1 A rtist Pe rf or manc es
A free soundset in excellent quality is abvailable for every CP1 user.
A total of 64 Performances were programmed by renowned sound designers Johannes Waehneldt and Peter Jung on behalf
of Yamaha Music

Europe.
The soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail to
cp1goodies@easysounds.de
containing the keyword „CP1 Artist“.
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing a link
where the file can be downloaded.
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MOTIF X F
Flas h Mem or y
Conte n t

Yamaha is working with third party software

The recorded sounds are very lively and authentic. Some

vendors to offer an extensive amount of

feature delicate impressions of „disturbances“ that are

free and optional Flash Memory content for

typical for strings, such as the sound of slightly hitting the

registered MOTIF XF users.

instrument body with the bow. All recordings were digitally

The

flash

memory

content

package

„Inspiration In A Flash“ make a perfect first stock for a
sample-library of up to 2 GB for the non-volatile Flash
Memory of the MOTIF XF. This content package

processed on PCs, collaborating with well-known sound
designers.
In addition to the orchestra sounds the Voice bank also

contains three new User Voice Banks, 353 User Waveforms,

contains sounds of categories like Electric Organ, Pipe

458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits. It focusses on

Organ, Acoustic Piano, and Electric Piano.

the sound categories piano, organ, brass & reeds, pads,
synths, oriental instruments and drums.
These

Voice

loaded

into

Banks
the

can

volatile

be
SDRAM

To be able to load the complete All-file a Flash Expansion
Memory Module (512 MB or 1 GB) is required. Single

individually
of

the

MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is installed.
The „Symphonic Orchestra Library“ features 128 User
Voices, 34 User Waveforms and 336 MB Samples
(979 Keybanks).

Voices can also be loaded into the SDRAM memory of the
MOTIF XF (volatile sample memory).
This free content for the MOTIF XF can be requested by
sending an e-mail containing the keywords „MOTIF XF
Inspiration & Symphonic“ to:

xfgoodies@easysounds.de

The orchestra library produced by Prof. Dr. Peter Jung
(Duisburg-Essen, Germany) is based on recordings that

The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail from EASY

were created over the past five years with the participation

SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can

of two well-known Central European symphony orchestras.

be downloaded.
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MOTIF X S :
Eur op ea n L o y a l t y P r o g r a m a n d
Ori e n t a l S ound s e t
The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but nonetheless highclass content.
It is mainly a premium Voice and Sample library produced by EASY SOUNDS in collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe
which contains the following:
• The 3-layers Yamaha S700 stereo piano (32 MB compressed)
• „Sweet Voices“ and choir and scatvoices from the Yamaha Tyros
• Best-of compilations of the optional soundsets from EASY SOUNDS
• A WAV pool containing 200 WAV files with 93 MB in total
The MOTIF XS soundset „Oriental Instruments & Percussion“ was produced by turkish musicians and contains the following:
• 36 Performances
• 128 Voices
• 9 User Drum Voices
• 113 User Waveforms / 84 MB Samples of oriental instruments
• 6 Turkish Authentic Micro Tunings
„Oriental Instruments“ is developed for the use in both traditional and modern turkish music and is based on authentic
samples of oriental musical instruments. Nonetheless these special oriental instruments can be used in music styles like pop,
world, chill out, ambient and whatever you can imagine.
To register for the loyalty program and the oriental soundset simply write an e-mail with the keyword
„MOTIF XS Goodies“ to:
sxgoodies@easysound.de
As soon as the registration process is complete, the MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a
password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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S90 X S / S 7 0 X S :
Sound p a ck a g e
A free „Soundpackage“
S90 XS / S70 XS users.

with

additional

high-class

content

is

available

for

This Soundpackage is produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:
• Soundset „Pop & Dance“ - 128 professional Voices from the EASY SOUNDS library
• Soundset „Vocoder Dreamz“ containing 40 VocoderVoices
• A WAVpool containing 200 WAV files with a total size of 93 MB
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“ to:
s90xsgoodies@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

MOTIF -RACK X S :
Sound & I n fop a c k a g e
MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free „Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by EASY
SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.
The software package contains a Soundset (128 Voices), a WAV pool with 200 loops and audiophrases, a demo song, and
a comprehensive guide plus tips & tricks.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS Sound &
Infopackage“ to:
mrxgoodies@easysound.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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S90 ES , MOTIF-RAC K ES, M O 6/ M O 8 :
Sound & I n fo p a c k a g e
Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopackage
that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.
This includes the soundset „Pop Xpanded“ with 192 profesional live- and arpeggio-Voices. Furthermore a comprehensive
documentation and other useful tips & tricks are included.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:
popxpanded@easysound.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

TENORI-ON:
Eur op ea n V o ic e & S a mp l e b a n k
Yamaha Music Europe and EASY SOUNDS provide their free soundlibrary „European Voice &
Samplebank“ to all Tenori-On users.
The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the following:
• 18 Tenori-On User Voices (Samplings)
• 4 Tenori-On Demos (AllBlock-Files)
• 268 Samples in WAV-Format (19 MB)
• Comprehensive PDF documentation
This free sound library can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Tenori-On European“ to:
tenorion@easysound.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Fr e e D r u m k it s
f or DT X 9 0 0 & DTXTREM EIII
Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
There are five content packages available for download:
• Extra Content 1 - Jazz Kit (4 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 2 - Rock Kit (13 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 3 - Electronic Kit (15 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 4 - Vintage Kit (6 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 5 - Oak Kit (6 Drum Kits)
Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB samples) available. For more information and the download links visit
http://de.yamaha.com/de/support/
Go to the Downloads / Driver and Software section and enter the name of your drum kit model.
O c e a n Way D r u m s DT X PANS I O N K it
These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha‘s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the sample library
from Ocean Way (Sonic Reality).
The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download the file at:
http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php
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Fr e e D r u m k it s
f or t h e DT X -M ULTI 1 2
Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free
download.
It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
Here‘s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files:
File 1 = Acoustic Kits
• Jazz Maple (5 variations)
• Oak X Single (5 variations)
• Vintage (5 variations)
• Rock Single (5 variations)
File 2 = Electronic Kits
• ClasscDance
• Classic RX
• Drum’n’Bass
• HipHop90bpm
• House 128bpm
More information and download links can be found here:
http://download.yamaha.com
First select your country and then enter DTX-MULTI12 into the search form.
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DTX- M ULTI 12 S o u n d s e t :
„ Or i e n t a l Per c u s s i o n “
The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end features and sounds
from the DTX and MOTIF series and provides an optimum tool for live drumming, productions
or rehearsals.
With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and keyboard sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI
enriches any musical situation. Up to 200 User Sets can be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every
conceivable musical style with the best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled
with additional samples which then can be assigned to the Pads.
Now the soundset „Oriental Percussion“ for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for registered users. It is provided by EASY
SOUNDS on behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free of charge.
The download package includes the following:
• 50 Patterns
• 24 Kits
• 132 User Waves (18 MB Samples)
The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music. It‘s based on authentic samples of
oriental percussion instruments.
The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as Pop, World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.
„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert Topel.
Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with nationally and internationally known pop and rock stars such as
Tarkan (1993-2008) and many others. Mert recorded several albums as a producer of jazz, fusion, rock bands, and singers
like Kirac, Mor ve Otesi, Gülden Goksen, Grizu etc. He also has his own jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its
first album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz lovers. Another project is a collaboration with Alper Maral in the
production of an electro-acoustic-oriented album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which appeared in 2010.
The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel should inspire the musician in the first place and serve as basis for his
own music productions.
This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to:
dtxmulti12@easysounds.de
The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Cub as e AI T u t o r i a l V i d e o s
f or r eg is t er ed u s e r s
Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and Steinberg most
of the recent instruments and mixing desks from the Yamaha Music
Production range have the DAW software Cubase AI included –
for those who do not own a DAW software yet this is one good
reason more to buy from Yamaha. Even more Cubase AI is a
music production tool with functions which were exclusive for
high-end studios not very long time ago.
Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha Music
Production instrument with included Cubase AI software are
qualified to request a free English language tutorial CD from ASK
Video containing 23 videos on how to use Cubase AI4.
The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks
last. So better be quick – request your CD by sending an e-mail
containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your
name and address to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
MOTIF XS users can order this CD in combination with the tutorial
DVD „The World of MOTIF XS“.
Important note: This CD-ROM can not be shipped outside Europe!
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Opti o n a l S o u n d s e t s f o r M OTIF /
MOXF / MO X / M O a n d S S e r i e s
" E n e r gy "
Sounds for electronic, modern pop, dance, dubstep, electro house, and related styles of music. With
Energy important elements of the current electronic music are finally available for the MOTIF. Rapid
arpeggios, wobbling synths, electric bass, and drum beats in variable tempos are essential features
of this set

" N at u r e o f C h i l l"
Exquisite Voices and Performances for chill out, lounge, ambient, electronic, and related musical styles
of popular music. In addition to broad, effective and atmospheric synthesizer sounds also remakes of
traditional instrument sounds from the fields of piano, electric piano and guitar are offered

„ Li v e I n s t r u m e n t s“
Voice and sound collection with high-quality sounds of the categories piano, electric piano, clavinet,
organ, Mellotron, strings, brass section, synth. Popular selection of instruments that are always
required by keyboard players in bands. In addition, the sound library contains punchy drum sounds
and arpeggio Performances that offer inspiration and ample opportunities for improvisation with
accompaniment and idea material for productions

„ Da n c e P r o “
Top-current, powerful, and assertive dance Voices, programmed by top international sound designers.
A special feature are the audio / MIDI arrangements, where synth Voices and drum loops are combined.
These arrangements can be used as a starting point for your own dance tracks

„ E vo lv i n g So u n d s c a p e s“
Inspiring collection of atmospheric and dramatic Voices and Performances on the basis of a newly
created sample library. High-quality FX, synth and drum samples, pads, and musical effects with
impressive atmosphere and motion-rich sound structures, spherical and spectacular sound effects for
cinematic and ambient productions

„ P h at A n a lo g I I “
Timeless Voice and sound collection with an emulation of popular sounds from Oberheim synthesizers
(OBX, OB8, Matrix12 ...) and the Jupiter-8. The ultimate analog extension for the MOTIF! Polyphonic
synth sounds like synthbrass, synthstrings, pads, and synthcomps are the main content. However,
leadsynths for synthpop, sequencer, arpeggio, and FX sounds can also be found in this sound library

„ X ta s y n “
Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for dance, trance, pop, and electronic. Phat leads & synthcomps,
pads, FX. Special attack Waveforms for punchy sounds

„ FM X pa n d e d – Vo l . 1: E l e c t r i c P i a n o & C l av i n e t “
Sample-based FM sounds with very high dynamic and authenticity, which are heavily based on classic
DX7 sounds, but also offer new and innovative creations
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„ P h at A n a lo g“
Synthleads, pads & more! Timeless Voice and sample library with a Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths)
and JP-8 sounds. The ultimate analogue extension!

„C h i l l X p e r i e n c e “
Soundset for Chill Out, Lounge, Ambient, New Age, Electronic, and related genres. These sounds offer
a high level of musical inspiration

„Drum Perfor mer“
Lavishly produced ‘Real Drums’ for extremely realistic sound; dry, fat and punchy. Extreme range of
sounds achieved by different recording techniques

„ Stag e & St u dio “
The ultimate top 40 and live set! Contains the most important standard instruments and synth sounds
for live musicians. Outstanding performance and power

„O r g a n S e s s io n “
This set is an impressive emulation of the legendary Hammond B3. Smacky organ sounds with concise
key click and controllable percussion. Perfect for Rock, Pop and Jazz

G e n e r a l I n f o r m atio n
The above soundsets are available for the following devices:
• MOTIF XF, MOXF, MOTIF XS, MOTIF-RACK XS, S90 XS / S70 XS, MOX,
MOTIF ES, MOTIF- RACK ES, S90 ES, MO6, MO8.
• Some soundsets are not available in allen formats.
The most recent soundsets are offered primarily for MOTIF XF, MOXF, and MOTIF XS.
Each soundset contains 128 Voices. Depending on the device, additional content such as Performances, Samples,
User Arpeggios, and WAV Loops are included..
Further details can be found on www.easysounds.de
Price per soundset = 35,- EUR
The soundsets are available from:
EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker
vertrieb@easysounds.de
http://www.easysounds.de
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Impr i nt &
fur th er L in k s
Imp or ta n t websi t es
f o r M OTIF us ers

Music P roduction
Guide History

Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers

You can download all English editions already

including a comprehensive download section

published as one single ZIP file using this link to the

http://www.yamahasynth.com

EASY SOUNDS website:

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH

http://www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuides.zip

http://www.yamaha-europe.com
American MOTIF support website including message
board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand Your World“
downloads
http://www.motifator.com
EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and
USB sticks for Yamaha synths
http://www.easysounds.de
John Melas MOTIF Site Editor softwares
for the MOTIF series
http://www.jmelas.gr/motif

Y am a ha M us i c Pr od uction Guide
The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Production product series and Computer Music Instruments

Published by

In cooperation with

EASY SOUNDS

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH

Peter Krischker

Siemensstraße 43

Am Langberg 97 A

D-25462 Rellingen

D-21033 Hamburg

Telefon: +49 41 01 - 30 30

Telefon: +49 40 - 738 62 23

e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de

The free Music Production Guide contains news, tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews on and around Yamaha
synthesizers of the MOTIF series, S series, MO series, MM series, Tenori-On, and articles about recording, software, and
Computer Music Instruments.
You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music Production Guide by sending an informal e-mail to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
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